Take the wheel and Feel the track
in a formula race car

In this program, you'll learn and apply all of the fundamentals and skills
needed to control a very quick formula race car. Also, we will give you
sort of seat time that it takes to really understand and enjoy the kind of
incredible feedback that a real carbon fiber formula car gives its driver.
Furthermore, Mr. Takeuchi who is a professional driver will give you a
part of authentic debriefing sessions using our HD-on board camera
and GPS logger data in order to see, understand and critique your
driving just like the pros do.
For reservation ： Fuji International Speedway
TEL：81-550-78-1231 http://WWW.fsw.tv/
Contact us ：

Shift Co., Ltd.
TEL0550-78-7152

http://www.shift-racing.co.jp/

【 FORMULA RACER`S Overview】
◆rental fee

30minuites session: 120,000JPY（plus 8% consumption tax）
40minuties session: 160,000JPY（plus 8% consumption tax）

◆Discounts

We offer a useful discount system.
If you drive more than 2 times a day, the rental fee after second
session will be as follows;
30minuites session: 80,000JPY（plus 8% consumption tax）
40minuites session: 120,000JPY (plus 8% consumption tax）

◆Caution

・Please note that in the case of car damage by car rash or by a
driver error, the customers are to pay the repair cost.
・Make sure to arrive 2 hours prior to the session.

◆Eligible Person

① FISCO License holder
② A person who has driven a Formula car (higher category of
FJ1600) at the race track.
③ A person who has driven a touring racing car.
（having a record of within 1’50 sec. at Fuji International
Speedway）
④ A person who has driven at 86RACER’S
（having a record of 2’08 sec. by 86RACER’S racing car）
⑤ A person who has driven any racing car
⑥ less than 180 centimeters height、less than 80 kilogram weight、
less than 27 centimeters shoe size

◆Things that you have to bring with
① racing suit
② Full-Face-Helmet-Style Shield
③ racing shoes ④ racing gloves
（non-flammable materials will be preferable.）
ＦＣ１０６ Race Car Specs
Overall length

4125mm

Overall height (including roll bar)

954mm

Maximum width

1674mm

Wheelbase

2645mm

Dry engine mass

490kg

Engine

Only for FCJ engine （straight 4 engine）

Engine displacement

2000cc

Maximum power

200hp/7200rpm（with catalyzer）

Tire Manufacturer

Dunlop

Tire size

F:180/530 R13、R:240/570 R13

Wheel Manufacturer

ENKEI

Wheel size

F:13×8.0J、R:13×10.0J

Gear

6-speed sequential-shift

